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Twist elastic constants of liquid crystals using in-plane electrode structure
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A new technique for measuring the twist elastic constant (K22) using an in-plane electrode structure
was investigated. The variation in the temperature dependence ofK22 with respect to the molecular
structure of fluorinated phenylbicyclohexane~PBC! compounds was investigated. The experimental
cell has in-plane electrodes between which the liquid crystal molecules are aligned to an offset angle
of azimuthal direction. UsingK22 as a fitting parameter, the transmittance–voltage curves for the
calculated results are fitted to those for the experimental results. In addition, the investigation of the
temperature dependence ofK22 revealed that the PBC compound having a para-cyano substituent at
the benzene ring exhibits larger splay elastic constant and larger temperature dependence. Finally,
molecular association is discussed based on the experimental results. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!06022-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fluorinated liquid crystal compounds1–3 show long-term
stability, a high-voltage holding ratio, a low threshold vo
age, and low temperature dependence of the threshold
age. These compounds are now widely used for act
matrix type liquid crystal displays. The present authors h
previously investigated the physical constants of various
orinated phenylbicyclohexane ~PBC! liquid crystal
compounds.4 In addition, the authors have reported the ex
tence of liquid crystal compounds in which the temperat
dependence of dielectric anisotropy was proportional to
square of the order parameter.5 The authors also indicate tha
the splay elastic constantK11 of a liquid crystal compound
having a para-cyano substituent is twice as large as liq
crystal compounds having hydrogenated or fluorina
substituents.4,5 In order to estimate the twist elastic consta
K22, Gruler’s method is applicable for electric field measu
ment using a deformation of homogeneous sample an
twisted parallel oriented sample.6 In the Gruler’s method,
however, all three elastic constants affect the deformat
i.e., the error of the splay and bend elastic constants m
affect the value ofK22. Li’s method is an excellent metho
for application under a magnetic field.7 However, Li’s
method and other measurement methods in which us
magnetic field require a magnet apparatus.

In the present article, we propose a new method for
termingK22 in which transmittance–voltage curves are fitt
to experimental results obtained using liquid crystal ce
having a pair of in-plane electrodes. In addition, the tempe
ture dependence ofK22 for PCB liquid crystal compounds
was investigated.

a!Electronic mail: okada@eng.toyama-u.ac.jp
5410021-8979/99/86(10)/5413/4/$15.00
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II. TECHNIQUE FOR MEASURING THE TWIST
ELASTIC CONSTANT

A. Measurement technique

Plane geometry and cross-sectional views of the
structure are shown in Fig. 1. The cell contains in-plane e
trodes having spacingL, and ITO electrodes for measure
ment of the cell thicknessd. The inner surfaces of the cell
were coated with a polyimide in order to induce a low pre
angle of less than one degree. Surfaces of polyimide-tre
substrates were positioned to face parallel to each other
antiparallel to the unidirectionally rubbed direction. The ru
bing direction should be strictly parallel to the edge of i
plane electrodes in order to obtain the threshold volta
However, the plot of the experimentally obtained transm
tance with respect to the voltage was not smooth, a
reverse-twist disclinations were observed. Moreover, all r
showed poor reproducibility. Therefore, a measurem
method in which the rubbing direction of the cell is antipa

FIG. 1. Plane geometry and the cross-sectional views of the liquid cry
cell used in the present study.
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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allel and has an offset anglef0 inclined to the direction of
the edge of the in-plane electrodes. Using fitting param
K22, transmittance–voltage curves for the calculated res
are fitted to that for the experimental results.

The behavior of the twist deformation of a director o
entation under an in-plane electric field is examined based
the continuum theory of Freedericksz transition. As shown
Fig. 2, the aligned direction of the liquid crystal molecul
has an offset anglef0 from thex axis, and the applied elec
tric field was parallel to they axis. The Euler–Lagrange
equation is written as8,9

K22

d2f

dz2 1e0uDeuE2 sinf cosf50, ~1!

wheref is the twist angle,e0 is the electric permittivity in a
vacuum,De is the dielectric anisotropy, andE is the electric
field.

When, f0 is zero and the liquid crystal is tightly an
chored at the substrate plate, the threshold voltage is
tained as9

Vth5p
L

d
A K22

e0De
. ~2!

For a rough estimation of the threshold voltage, the i
tial value ofK22 was calculated using Eq.~2!. Following the
Gruler’s procedure,e i ,e' and De were estimated using
conventional gap-type homogeneous cell.4–6 Using these
physical constants, the director profiles under an app
voltage were obtained using Eq.~1! and the interface condi
tion of the offset anglef0 . Optical birefringence was the
evaluated using a wedge-type cell.10 The transmittance–
voltage data were measured using the cell having in-pl
electrodes. Finally, results calculated via Berreman’s 434

FIG. 3. Scanning electron microscope observation of the cross section o
cell.

FIG. 2. Coordinated system of the cell.
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matrix method11 were fitted to the experimental results of th
optical transmittance with respect to the applied voltage,
which K22 was revised to the exact value.

B. Comparison between calculation results and
experimental results

The above-mentioned method was confirmed for e
mating the twist elastic constantK22. The liquid crystal ma-
terial used was LIXON4029XX@Chisso, N~131.4 °C!Iso.,
De512.5,Dn50.119] and alignment layer was polyvinyla
lcohol ~pretilt angleupt50.5°). The electrode material wa
aluminum. In order to improve the wetting condition of th

he

FIG. 4. Experimental results of the transmittance–voltage characteri
varied with respect to offset angle from 2° to 6°.

FIG. 5. Optical photomicrograph of the liquid crystal cell having an offs
angle of~a! 4° and~b! 0°.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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cell wall to the liquid crystal material, the aluminum ele
trode was heated to around 270 °C. The cell without an
plied voltage was placed in dark conditions under cros
polarizers. The cell temperature was controlled using a
stage~Mettler FP82HT!. A rectangular voltage of 1 kHz wa
applied using an oscillator~Hewlett Packard HP 33120A!.
Transmittance was measured using a photodiode and a
tal multimeter~ADVANTEST TR6546!. The experiment and
analysis were carried out using a computer-controlled s
tem.

In order to confirm the uniformity of the electrode edg
the cross section of the aluminum electrode that cleaved
allel to they direction in Fig. 2 was observed using a sca
ning electron microscope. Figure 3 shows the cross-secti
view of the cell. The spacingL was 430mm, and the thick-
nessd was 40mm. The roughness of the electrode edge w
about 8mm, which is approximately 5% of the typical elec
trode spacing of 150mm.

Figure 4 shows the experimental results of t
transmittance–voltage data for offset angles from 2° to
The spacingL was 150mm and the thicknessd was 40mm.
The increase in the offset angle resulted in a gentle slop
the characteristics near the threshold voltage.

Figure 5 shows the optical photomicrographs of a c
having an offset angle of 4°. The optical transmittance w
found to gradually increase with the increase in applied v
age and changed uniformly. Figure 5~b! shows the optical
photomicrograph of a cell having an offset angle of 0° and

FIG. 6. Calculated director profile for an offset angle of 4°.

FIG. 7. Calculated transmittance–voltage characteristics using the 434 ma-
trix method varied with respect to offset angle from 0° to 6°.
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applied voltage of 45 V. For the case of smaller offset ang
i.e., below 2°, reverse tilt disclination appeared at irregu
intervals, as described above.

Figure 6 shows the calculated director proyfiles for t
offset angle of 4° and other similar parameters, as show
Fig. 4. The cross-sectional area was divided into 1000 lay
for the numerical calculation. The calculated profile w
symmetric and was asymptotically twisted to 90° at a su
ciently higher voltage in the cell mid-plane.

Figure 7 shows the calculated transmittance–volta
data using the 434 matrix method varied with respect t
offset angle from 0° to 6°. The inset graph shows the m
nified characteristics near the threshold voltage region. I
similar manner to Fig. 4, the curves showed a discrepa
near the threshold voltage and at higher voltage. Howe
the curves overlapped between 10 and 35 V.

Figure 8 shows the experimental results and the ca
lated results of transmittance–voltage characteristics for
offset angle of 6°. TheK22 was varied at 2.9310211N
620%. From these results, theK22 could be estimated to
within a maximum error of 10%.

FIG. 8. Comparison between the experimental results and the calcu
results for an offset angle of 6°.

TABLE I. Molecular structures and transition temperatures of homolog
liquid crystal compounds.

Compound Structure

Transition
temp./° C

Cr N I
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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III. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE TWIST
ELASTIC CONSTANTS FOR THE
PHENYLBICYCLOHEXANE COMPOUNDS

The temperature dependence of the twist elastic c
stants for the phenylbicyclohexane compounds was m
sured using the proposed method, as described in Sec. II.
homologous liquid crystal compounds are listed in Table
For liquid crystal material 3PBC3F4C, this measurement wa
carried out at up to 200 °C. Therefore, in order to obt
reproducible results, the alignment layer used in the pre
experiment was PSI-A-X055~Chisso,upt50.8°). Other ex-
perimental procedures were as described in Sec. II. ForDe,
previously reported values were used.5

Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of the b
fringence for homologous liquid crystal compounds. In p
ticular, in 3PBC3F4C, higher birefringence was obtaine
compared to the other compounds.

Figure 10 shows the temperature dependence of the t
elastic constant for homologous liquid crystal compoun
Similar to the splay elastic constant reported in our previ
paper,5 3PBC3F4C showed a higherK22 compared to the
other compounds. The reason why 3PBC3F4C exhibits a
larger twist elastic constant than the other materials is du
the parallel ordering of the fluoro-substituted liquid crys
compounds, as discussed in various previous reports.5,12–15

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the optical birefringence for hom
gous liquid crystal compounds.

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the twist elastic constant for hom
gous liquid crystal compounds.
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Figure 11 shows the relationship between the twist e
tic constant and the order parameter for homologous liq
crystal compounds. Previous reported values were used
the order parameterS.5 Similar to the splay elastic constan
reported in our previous paper,5 K22 of all the compounds
investigated were proportional to the square of the order
rameter.

IV. CONCLUSION

A measurement technique was proposed in which
experimentally obtained transmittance–voltage characte
tics were compared to those calculated results using a liq
crystal cell having an in-plane electrode structure. In ad
tion, the temperature dependence ofK22 for PCB liquid crys-
tal compounds was investigated. The proposed measure
technique is useful because the electrode structure is
same as in actual in-plane switching mode. The requi
equipment is simple compared to methods that use a m
netic field.
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FIG. 11. Relationship between the twist elastic constant and the orde
rameter for homologous liquid crystal compounds.
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